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The DIY Planner:
A Unique Time Management, Organization and
Goal-Setting Workshop for High School Girls
School planners are typically ugly and uninspiring.
But they don’t have to be.
Every girl learns differently, which means every girl
organizes differently, too.
Why not personalize your school planner, so it is
just right for you!?

Imagine a high school planner that:
•
•
•

Has interchangeable pages that can be reorganized as needs change
Incorporates removable components like a dry erase doodle page, dividers, and folders
Is artful and reflects a girl’s creativity

This workshop was inspired by my client Mary, who transformed her junior year with her DIY planner (see
pic). Last year she created this multi-use planner designed specifically for her unique needs, including a
pocket for completed homework (most planners neglect this crucial component). Plus, the beautifully
collaged cover created a sense of ownership and fun. Mary is so sold on her DIY planner that she’s coming
to the workshop this year to plan for her senior year. We’ll for SURE build in a section for college apps!

During this 3-hour workshop, high school girls will:
•
•
•
•

Reflect on their strengths and trouble spots with time management & organization
Set specific goals for a successful school year
Collage a planner cover that expresses their unique identity and goals
Create a planner with personalized time management & organization components

Girls will walk away with a ready-to-use personalized planner and concrete strategies for
how to organize for success during the upcoming school year.

To Register:
•
•
•
•
•

DATE: Wednesday, August 18, 2010
TIME: 9:30am-12:30pm or 2-5pm
LOCATION: InterPlayce, 2273
Telegraph Ave, Oakland 94612
FEE: $150 via check or Paypal
advance payment required to reserve spot

REGISTRATION: Email
Gretchen.wegner@gmail.com
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Workshop Leader:
Gretchen Wegner, M.Ed is a sought-after
academic and writing coach who helps teens and
adults refine academic skills and complete
projects without sacrificing their creative spirits.
Her clients include teens with learning
disabilities, graduate students writing dissertations
and creative entrepreneurs. Read more at
www.gretchenwegner.com.
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